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“Growth is never by mere chance;
it is the result of forces working together.”
– JAMES CASH PENNY

AS WE
LOOK BACK...

on the years past and the future
flying towards us, the word growth
comes to mind. /// In this issue of Commercial
Executive Magazine, we focus on the brokers and
executives who have committed their time and energy to
growing the multifamily sector. /// We feature two cover stories
for this special flip issue to bring you two leading multifamily
teams. /// Our cover story on Ward, Hiemenz, Cribbins, Krohn and
Weston of Alliance Residential highlights the group’s strong partnerships,
ones that have forged a company that manages a $15 billion portfolio. We talked
with the team about how their venture began and where they are looking to grow. ///
We also feature Cliff David and Steve Gebing of Marcus & Millichap, a team of
brokers who are more like brothers, as our second cover story. Together,
the two have been recognized nationally as a top team in investment
sales. We delve into the history of their partnership from young
adolescents and into the leading professionals we know
today. /// There is growth within the magazine as well.
As we approach CEM’s 10th Anniversary, I see
only growth and a continued commitment
to reliable commercial real estate
coverage. Keep a look out for new
initiatives as we grow our
publication even more.

Mandy Purcell
Executive Publisher
© Copyright 2017 by MP Media, LLC
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L TO R: JAY HIEMENZ, JIM KROHN, BRAD CRIBBINS, BRUCE WARD & BOB WESTON
© Copyright 2017 by MP Media, LLC
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orn as a spin-off from the late 1990s Trammel Crow
and BRE merger, Alliance Residential Company since
its inception in 2000 has risen to prominence as one
of the largest private U.S. multifamily companies
with offices throughout the West, Southwest, SouthCentral, Southeast, Mid-Atlantic and Northeast.

And while the story of Alliance and its achievements is noteworthy, it
is the five executives who steer its course that are the foundation for
the company’s excellence.
“I attribute our success to Bruce Ward, one of the founders, Chairman
and CEO,” says Jay Hiemenz, Co-founder, President and COO.
“At the end of the day you need to have someone leading the charge
and providing the leadership.”
Alliance brand continues to make its mark in multi-family development, acquisition, management and construction. “We have a long
track record of producing institutional quality product,” says Jim
Krohn, founder and CEO of the organization’s management division.
“Our partners know what they are going to get when they invest.”

There may be no more an accomplished group
than Ward, Hiemenz, Cribbins, Krohn and Weston.
The mutual respect for one another can be seen
in the complementary descriptions of both
their character and business savvy.
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THE FOUNDATION
From the start Ward, Hiemenz, Krohn along with co-founders John Rippel, CIO and Bob Hutt, Executive Managing
Director, envisioned Alliance to be a distinctive company designed around competitive advantages, which would position
them for success in the marketplace. “We had a national perspective from our time at Trammel Crow,” says Hiemenz.
“We knew where we wanted to go, the question was how quickly we would get there prudently.”
Judging by the double digit growth of the business year-over-year, an outsider might conclude that the
Alliance team takes an overly aggressive posture towards deals and transactions. In fact however, the
outsize gains stem from a governance philosophy rooted in discipline. “What sets us apart from our
competitors is that we never stray from our core principles,” says Brad Cribbins, President and COO
of the management division. “We are conservative on risk assumption and we are first and foremost
about quality. We have never tried to be all things to all people.

35

offices strategically placed nationwide

15 billion

$

portfolio of property assets

3,000
employees (approx.)

THE MODEL
Of the many unique characteristics of Alliance, which
provide for their outstanding results, perhaps the
most important is the partnership model put in
place by the founders. “Of all the companies in
the industry, we are the only one 100 percent
owned by the associates,” says Ward. “This
has allowed us to bring in great talent, as
we recognize that commercial real estate is
largely a local exercise and we have great
people in the field.”

8

The partnership structure is at the
root of the company’s culture, one
which has delivered stability
for stakeholders. “We bring
in exceptional people and
there has been very little turnover throughout
the organization,” says
Hiemenz. “It is an
evergreen situation,
long-standing
members have
the ability to
move up.”
© Copyright 2017 by MP Media, LLC

Now Leasing
CLASS A OFFICE AND RETAIL
1

Two 60,000 SF Class A single or multi-tenant office buildings

2

High-end restaurant/retail sites available

3

1,600 SF retail space available

4

Dedicated creative/flexible office campus
• Four 80,000-120,000 SF single and multi-tenant buildings

Supremely located just 8 miles southeast

FUTURE
MIXED-USE

of Phoenix in Gilbert, Arizona, Rivulon is a

FUTURE
MIXED-USE

FUTURE
MIXED-USE

FUTURE
MIXED-USE

4

250-acre mixed-use development featuring
3 million square feet of premier office
space and +/- 250,000 square feet of retail,
restaurants and hotels. Rivulon is exquisitely
designed with a desert arroyo landscape,

2

1

stunning architecture, spectacular views,
prominent visibility and easy highway

Complete

3

access from the AZ 202.

rivulon.com
Office Leasing
Fred Darche: 602.954.3756 | fdarche@leearizona.com
John Cerchiai: 602.954.3763 | jcerchiai@leearizona.com
Spencer Nast: 602.912.3525 | snast@leearizona.com
Retail Leasing
Paul Serafin: 480.834.8500 | paul.serafin@derito.com
Marty De Rito: 480.834.8500 | derito@derito.com
RIVULON is owned and developed by Nationwide Realty Investors, the real estate development affiliate of Nationwide.
Nationwide Realty Investors specializes in large, complex mixed-use projects such as the Arena District in Columbus,
Ohio, and Gainey Ranch in Scottsdale. NationwideRealtyInvestors.com | 614-857-2330
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FORECAST
THE B USINESS
By year end the firm will have over 105,000 units under
management, and from the development side, 25,000 units
owned, with another 12,000 currently under construction,
according to Hiemenz. “We are finding a fair share of
pipeline to do going forward,” he says.
Unquestionably, Alliance’s signature brand is Broadstone, an unparalleled luxury experience found
across the company’s national
footprint. “Our reputation for
quality continues to translate in the
marketplace,” says Cribbins.

Alliance’s superior position in the multi-family space
will allow them to capture market share as the segment
continues to prosper. “The sector is very sound,” says
Ward. “Demographic factors will drive rentership, as will
a continued trend towards individuals choosing to rent
rather than buy. There is a sustained cycle ahead.”
For Alliance this translates into a familiar formula. “We
will use low leverage and deliver high quality product,”
says Hiemenz. “We will build our portfolio and investor
base, and move from development to acquisition when the
time is right.”

In Greater Phoenix alone, Alliance
has a sizeable portfolio, and new
2017 offerings numbering over
1,300 units will expand their scale
including: Broadstone Arts District,
Broadstone Fashion Center, Broadstone Gilbert Heritage, Broadstone
Lakeside and Broadstone Roosevelt
Row.

THE
APPROACH
The growth trajectory of Alliance
is rooted in a financial blueprint that stresses a strict
adherence to fundamentals. “We are not straying from
prudential underwriting,” says Bob Weston, CFO.
“We understand that it is okay to walk away from deals,
we never push assumptions and we manage risk well.”
The conservative nature of the company’s approach
allowed the firm to largely avoid the perils of the recession.
Yet, moderate by no means is indicative of cautiousness,
rather the philosophy allows the executive team to seize
on opportunities and be assertive. “Bruce has the ability
to see around corners, an almost intuitive nature,” says
Krohn. “Right out of the downturn he was one of the first
in the industry to say it was time to look at rents. We were
the market leader.”

WINNING
Without question, the heart of Alliance is their leadership
and the culture of excellence imbued organization wide.
“We put people in positions where they can succeed and
contribute,” says Cribbins. “Surrounding yourself with
great people creates formidable teams.”
There may be no more an accomplished group than
Ward, Hiemenz, Cribbins, Krohn and Weston. The mutual
respect for one another can be seen in the complimentary
descriptions of both their character and business savvy.
“Integrity, thoughtful, supporting, Servant Leader
knowledgeable and experienced,” say the five.
The Alliance brand continues to impress and shows
no signs of weakness. “We have many areas of growth
potential,” says Weston. “Alliance is a great success story,
a great Phoenix success story,” says Hiemenz.”
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Taylor, a former minor league baseball player,
has seen his fair share of good times in the Arizona market, having presided
over recent successes like the Alta Steelyard Lofts in Chandler and Alta
Fillmore in downtown Phoenix. /// However, he is also all too familiar with
those downward cycles. /// A casualty of layoffs during the last recession that
saw Wood Partners’ office in Phoenix go from roughly 50 people to around
three, Taylor is now presiding over a cycle that, while challenging, has seen
Wood Partners make its mark across the Valley.

ALTA FILLMORE

RELIEF PITCHER
Taylor attributes some of his success to his short memory, an attribute he
carried over from his playing days. /// “In this business, it is like being a relief
pitcher. You have to have a short memory; if you give up a three-run homer, you
have to move on, refocus and buck up because you are going in next game.” ///
That philosophy has served Taylor well. Rather than let the struggles of the recession
get him down, he put his nose to the grindstone and came back in a big way.

GETTING THE BAND BACK TOGETHER
After working on apartment deals in the B and C space following his departure
from Wood Partners during the recession, Taylor got a call from an old colleague
in 2011 saying, his words, “that we were getting the band back together.” /// He
came back on board as a consultant and was officially brought back to run the
Phoenix office about six months later. /// Times have not always been easy since
then but Wood Partners has excelled in the market. /// “Despite our reputation
and brand name, capital – as it has been the case since the beginning of the cyle,
continues to be constrained and very disciplined in their approach to ground-up
development,” he says. /// Alta Steelyard, a deal that Taylor views as a turning
point for the office, posed significant challenges in raising capital and required
multiple extensions from the seller. But, ultimately, it paid off. /// “It was a catalyst
to changing downtown Chandler in a major way,” Taylor says. “The fact that we
were able to get that deal done was huge for me and us as an office.”
© Copyright 2017 by MP Media, LLC

“In this business, it
is like being a relief
pitcher. You have to
have a short memory;
if you give up a threerun homer, you have
to move on, refocus
and buck up because
you are going in next
game.”

– TODD TAYLOR
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OFF TO THE RACES

ALTA
PARADISE RIDGE
in Phoenix, AZ

Wood Partners is now working on Alta San Marcos,
a second major project in downtown Chandler. ///
Alta Fillmore also posed some capital issues early
on but Taylor and his team locked down a capital
partner at the last minute and it has since become a
well-performing property for the company. /// “[Alta
Fillmore was another] a deal people thought was
off-center and early, but we had terrific execution
and we are over achieving on rents,” he says. /// That
execution is only a part of Taylor’s formula for success,
though. /// “Anyone who tells you that there isn’t
luck involved isn’t telling you the truth,” he says. ///
What Taylor calls luck, many others would call good
preparation. Much of that process comes down
to business acumen, finding the right
sites and having an intuitive
market knowledge.

CURRENT DEMAND
With projects like Alta San Marcos and Alta Midtown, another property in Phoenix, in the
works, Taylor expects Wood Partners’ success in the Valley to continue. /// “From a supply
and demand standpoint, this bodes well for a more robust healthy cycle that is not subject
to large ebbs and flows [normally seen] in Phoenix during PRIOR cycles,” Taylor says. ///
The current demand is largely being driven by millennials, who are willing to forego
home ownership and pay higher rents to take advantage of the many experiences and
amenities offered at high-end properties like those under the Alta brand. /// Despite that
demand, the competition in the market is hotter than ever as the major players compete
for limited supply of projects and shortages in trade and construction labor continue to
contribute to rising hard costs. /// “The low hanging fruit was picked four years ago…”
he says. The market now, while still active, features more complex deals that require
diligence and hard work to get done. /// Still, Wood Partners is committed to remaining
aggressive in the Phoenix market and will adhere to the simple philosophy that got it here
in the first place. /// “We will continue to be strategic and thoughtful about finding sites
where people want to live,” Taylor says.
14

“SPORTSMANSHIP IS
WHEN A GUY WALKS
OFF THE COURT AND YOU
CAN’T TELL WHETHER HE
WON OR LOST, WHEN HE
CARRIES HIMSELF WITH
PRIDE EITHER WAY.”
– JIM COURIER

FORMER WORLD NO. 1 PROFESSIONAL TENNIS PLAYER

PROUD OF OUR WORK.
480.968.4755 | WILLMENG.COM | # 082904, Class B-01

LAST YEAR the plans for the award-winning architectural vision, Optima
Kierland, and the Hovey father/son duo graced the cover of Commercial Executive
Magazine. Now that their latest sophisticated high-rise luxury living community is
coming to fruition, we have all the updates you’ve been waiting for.

Timeline

Next Gen

M I L E S TO N E S

D E S I G N & S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

DECEMBER 2017
Expected move in for
condominium tower residents

Optima is renowned in the Phoenix metro for its signature enviable
buildings, which create rich textures, shades and shadows. Other
elements include rooftop gardens and “vertical landscaping,” which is
displayed with plants growing from private terraces, scaling building
exteriors. /// Optima Kierland, in particular, is a pilot project for the City
of Phoenix’s newly adopted International Green Construction Code.

L AT E A P R I L 2 0 1 7
Leasing tower residents move in
FEBRUARY 16, 2017
Leasing Tower Grand Opening
FEBRUARY 2017
Condominium tower 50% sold out
APRIL 16, 2016
Condominium sales open
SEPTEMBER 2015
Groundbreaking

• Enhancements to the vertical landscape and
architectural shading systems protect homes from the sun
and create additional privacy, while filtering the air and
lowering ambient temperature.
• Technologically advanced building materials extend the
building lifespan.
• 5.5+ acres of landscaped open space on the ground
level will create a park-like setting.
• Floor-to-ceiling glass allows for unencumbered desert
and mountain views and abundant natural light.

16
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PHASE 1 SPECS
L O CAT I O N Scottsdale Road & Kierland Blvd
P R O J E C T S I Z E 9.5 acres
D E TA I L S ( I N C L U D E S ) 12-Story Condominium Tower with 220 residents
10-Story Boutique Leasing Tower with 150 residents
C O N D O M I N I U M TOW E R 2 Levels of Underground Parking
1-5 Bedroom Homes from 720 SF to 4,550 SF
30+ Floor Plans
P R I C I N G Condominiums start in the low $300,000's
(*highest sale to date has been a 5-unit combination home at $6.5M)

Leasing Tower $1,425 – $5,275 / month

AMENITIES
SkyDeck Rooftop
• Lap pool, spa and outdoor lounge areas
• Therapeutic spa, steam shower, sauna, outdoor showers
• Full kitchen with covered bar and flat screen TVs, barbeques & fire pits

Glass-Enclosed 16,000 SF Fitness Center
• State-of-the-art Cardio equipment, steam room and massage rooms
• Indoor Basketball and Squash Courts, Indoor Golf Simulator and
outdoor AstroTurf areas
• Onsite Health and Wellness coaching via ProCore PerformanceT M

Meditative Yoga Studios that open to Zen Gardens and outdoor
meditation spaces with water features

Theater Room that opens to an outdoor party room and lounge area
Negative Edge Railing design provides dramatic, uninteruppted views
5.5 acres of landscaped courtyards additional to the dog park
17
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DCHGlobal Inc.
David Hovey Jr.’s own venture, DCHGlobal,
builds multi-generational sustainable homes and
buildings in any location, climate or terrain using
the DCHGlobal Building System. The system can
be used for housing, commercial, retail, schools,
or any other application and manages the entire
process from schematic design, through permits,
construction and closing in a more efficient process.
DCHGlobal designs and builds fully customized
buildings as well as partners with developers and
land owners looking to use the DCHGlobal Building
System.

BACKGROUND

In 2004, when David Hovey Jr. AIA was working
construction for Optima Inc. and attending the
Illinois Institute of Technology, he became deeply
interested in prefabricated and standardized
building systems. Hovey Jr. developed the
DCHGlobal Building System while working on
his master’s thesis. His intention was to design
a system that is sustainable and also flexible to
enable standardized components to be quickly and
efficiently assembled in any location, climate or
terrain. At IIT he was advised by Arthur S. Takeuchi,
who was also the mentor of Hovey Sr. in the 1970s.

ACCOLADES

The DCHGlobal Building System has been
recognized with several national and international
awards including recently:
2016 AIA Chicago – Special Innovation Award
2016 AIA Chicago – Interior Architecture Award
2012 International Property Award
2012 National AIA – Housing Award
And many more.

with

DAVID HOVEY Jr.

You developed your DCH Global building
system while working on your master’s thesis;
why did you become so passionate about
standardized building systems?
Both my father and I studied under the renowned architect,
Arthur Takeuchi at Illinois Institute of Technology. My father
did his master’s thesis in 1974 on a prefabricated housing
solution that he developed and I did mine in 2004 with
a solution that combined principals of standardization,
prefabrication and mass production.

Elaborate on DCH and how it stands apart
from the competition?
We design and build sustainable buildings that can
be built in any location, climate or terrain by utilizing
our set of patented standardized components that are
quickly and efficiently assembled. Our system is flexible
in both horizontal and vertical directions forming a
three-dimensional grid allowing parts and components
to be premanufactured with aerospace quality precise
fabrication. The DCHGlobal system is multi-generational
and is sustainable up to the net-zero and off-grid level.

Are you seeing the trend of prefabrication more
in the Phoenix market?
There has been a significant uptick in prefabrication
across the board both domestically and internationally.
More and more developers and general contractors are
using different levels of prefabrication on their projects
now more than ever.

Any other points you’d like our readers to know
about DCHGlobal?

18

Our passion for DCHGlobal includes design, development,
and construction of single family homes, courtyard
housing, townhomes, apartments, condominiums, schools,
clinics, retail and commercial. We are excited about the
opportunity to continue to develop the system such that
we can have a positive effect on all different kinds of the
built environment and peoples’ lives. Our next two projects
are single-family homes at a site on Mummy Mountain in
Paradise Valley and site at the Desert Mountain Golf club
in North Scottsdale.
© Copyright 2017 by MP Media, LLC

Considering an exciting new career path?
JOIN OUR AWARD-WINNING ARIZONA-BASED DEVELOPMENT COMPANY!
Personally call Walt Jr. today! 480-383-8160

HIRING IN ALL POSITIONS:
•

PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT

Join Diversified Partners and

•

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

become part of a team that

•

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

has forged strong, long-term

•

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

relationships with investors,

•

CONSULTING

•

BROKERAGE

•

REAL ESTATE SERVICES INCLUDING:

contractors and clients, building
a large global network. These

> LANDLORD REPRESENTATION
> TENANT REPRESENTATION
> SALES

relationships are founded on our
uncompromising attention to detail
and our commitment to integrity
and reliability. Call today to join
a team with an impressive track

> LEASING

record that understands the

> ASSET MANAGEMENT

business from all sides and angles.

WWW.DPCRE.COM
7500 E A S T M C D O N A L D D R I V E S U I T E 1 0 0 A I N S C OT T S D A L E , A R I Z O N A 8 5 2 5 0

SPOTLIGHT

Executive

President & CEO

||

KITCHELL CORP.

WHEN JIM SWANSON ASSUMED THE
ROLE OF PRESIDENT AND CEO OF
KITCHELL CORPORATION IN 2008,
he intuitively understood the legacy he
was entrusted with safeguarding. “I am
extremely honored and humbled to be
part of the Kitchell tradition,” he says.
“I am laser-focused on developing the
promise that is Kitchell.”

With annual revenue of $650+ million &
a workforce of more than 800, Kitchell
has stamped its mark of excellence
across the southwest with a diverse set of
offerings including: general contracting,
construction management, real estate
development, program management,
engineering and architecture, and
20

H

aving worked in Arizona since 1995 with Arthur
Andersen and Affiliated Computer Services, Swanson
interviewed for the position of CEO of Kitchell
not knowing initially if the fit was correct. “I did not have
a construction or development background,” he says. “My
experience consisted of finance, operations and consulting
with public accounting firms.” /// However, after undergoing
an arduous six-month interview process, Swanson realized
that Kitchell would indeed be an ideal position given the
synergies between the company’s operating entities and his
strengths and competencies. /// “Kitchell’s entrepreneurial
culture and diverse services established a great foundation
for the future, and I knew what I could bring to the table.”

facilities and property management.
© Copyright 2017 by MP Media, LLC
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Executive

First Steps
Admittedly, beginning a tenure as CEO of a construction and development firm amidst the backdrop of
one of the worst recessions in a generation was daunting; however, Swanson took the challenge headon. /// “It was a challenging period and a lot of hard work, but it was a good time to learn the business
and dig into our distinctive role in the built world,” he says. “We have been able to maintain stability
and keep together a really good team in the years I have been here.”

Business Environment
Kitchell’s success over the decades has been predicated on adaptability and adding new value-add
propositions for clients across a range of verticals: healthcare, retail and commercial, education, civic,
municipal, hospitality and gaming. For Swanson, that adaptability is based on a consistent emphasis
on understanding client needs and industry trends, a point he fashions more broadly as the elixir
for business growth across the state. /// “Education is the No. 1 driver of economic development for
Arizona,” he says. “The workforce is changing dramatically and we need to deliver a great educational
experience for kids to ensure that we have a dynamic workforce. We still have a lot of work to do in
Arizona.” /// Swanson’s passion for education has led him to roles on the Arizona State Board for Charter
Schools, Teach for America Phoenix Board and a nearly two-year mission as co-chair of Governor
Ducey’s Classrooms First Initiative Council, looking at ways to re-allocate the state’s limited education
dollars. With others on the Council primarily representing the education community, this effort in
particular positions him as arguably understanding more than any other business leader about the dire
need for more investment in education.
It is a cause he is actively championing
among his business peers. /// “With what
we currently have allocated to education,
we can’t provide every student in Arizona
Offsite facility located in Tempe near Kyrene and Elliot roads
with the ability to achieve, and it’s time
to stop waiting and start doing something
33,000-square-foot facility for prefabrication construction of:
about putting the appropriate funding
bathrooms, walls, drywall sheets, window frames, and electrical systems
in place.”

PREFAB

Portfolio

FACTS

10,000 square feet of 3-D printing and virtual reality
studio space for collaboration

Kitchell’s Arizona footprint highlights the
Pre-fab and modularization at work is being done on 49 percent
diversity of its service lines and its legacy
of hospital and health care and 42 percent of education and
projects: Phoenix Children’s Hospital,
Chandler Regional Medical Center, Scotmanufacturing construction projects in the U.S.
tsdale Fashion Square, Banner Health,
Hotel Valley Ho, and Wild Horse Pass
Kitchell pre-fabrication projects:
Hotel and Casino are just a few of the
Chandler
Regional
Medical Center and Phoenix Children’s Hospital
company’s construction projects. Kitchell
also has a vast commercial development
portfolio that boasts the first LEEDaccredited retail center in Arizona – Mountain Ranch Marketplace in Goodyear – as well office buildings,
industrial parks and land parcels in enviable development corridors throughout Arizona and California.
“Development and construction are very strong right now,” Swanson says. “We have a project right in
the sweet spot of the Loop 202 extension at 59th Avenue and Baseline Road near the Apache helicopter
plant.” /// Always looking for opportunities to provide new growth channels, Swanson is very excited
about an off-site prefabrication plant that Kitchell opened late last year in collaboration with MKB, now
humming along with work from Kitchell projects as well as work from other contractors. “Prefabrication
can impact scheduling, costs, safety and productivity,” he says. “This is a big investment for Kitchell.”
In the years ahead, Swanson has two primary areas of emphasis for the company, in
addition to continuing the solid growth of their portfolio. “Kitchell will remain an
employee-owned entity in perpetuity, so we need to foster an engaged, excited workforce”
he says. “We’re working on succession planning to develop a new round of leaders who
are ready to go and move the company forward.”
22
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DRIVING
GROWTH
Collaboration
Strategy

INNOVATION

Being the best on the course takes time, perseverance and the right
skillset to accelerate your game. At Colliers International in Greater
Phoenix, you can tee off with innovative pros that have strategies for
business opportunities. Worldwide leadership and a full range of
services keep successful players coming back for the perfect round.
colliers.com/greaterphoenix
Phoenix
Scottsdale

+1 602 222 5000
+1 480 596 9000

Company

SPOTLIGHT

Building relationships with clients, employees and the community
is the cornerstone of one of the largest full-service construction
management companies serving the Southwest, GCON.

We’re a very different company compared to most,”
says Michael Godbehere, President and Co-founder of GCON.
“I believe making money is a by-product of doing your job well and that creating relationships
and delivering the right products comes first.” /// When Godbehere started the commercial
general contracting business in 2003, he was following his heart. /// “I was at a decision
point in my career,” he says. “I had worked for Intel for 10 years as the U.S. and South
America construction commodity manager and was flying all over the world, though I knew
my wife wanted us to live in Phoenix.” /// So Godbehere, a fourth-generation Arizonan, took
the leap with his Co-founder, Gabriel Gavriilidis, developing a company that is unique in its
flexibility to move from market segment to market segment, providing a seamless GCON
experience to every client it serves.

I

24

n its first three years, GCON grew to over $40
million in business. When the recession hit, the
company was in good financial shape, having
only taken money out of the company for tax
draws. This foresight allowed GCON to continue
to thrive, and the company is on track to do about
$75 million in construction this year. /// “Our
philosophy was to build a recession-proof, strong,
healthy construction company, and prove you can
build it ethically and under the right pretenses,”
Godbehere says. /// GCON uses the same procedures
regardless of which division is being served, giving
the company the ability to move employees from
one industry to another and to continue to
expand regardless of growth in markets. ///
Godbehere’s aim is to make sure GCON is each of
its clients’ contractor for life. /// “We’ll prove to
you through performance who we are instead of
trying to sell you on anything,” he says. /// That
commitment stems from GCON’s early years,
when one of its first clients handed Godbehere a
cashier’s check for $30,000 at the beginning of a
project, saying he knew they’d need it to get going.

TREND AT 51 POOLSIDE

Company

SPOTLIGHT

PROJECTS
Over the years, GCON has been involved in
many important projects, including Culinary
Dropout at The Yard in Tempe, Tuft &
Needle’s headquarters in downtown
Phoenix, several Oregano’s locations and a
Goodwill facility in Scottsdale. /// One of the
projects Godbehere is most proud of is Hub
51 (now Trend at 51), a multifamily, urban
development project at the 51 Freeway and
Colter Street. Comprised of five four-story
buildings totaling 174,000 square feet,
it includes a rooftop pool, fitness center,
community room and five-story above
grade parking structure. /// Godbehere is
also excited about GCON’s involvement in
data center development across the U.S.,
constructing colocation spaces that are
rented out to data providers. One of the
centers GCON worked on is located at One
Wilshire Center in downtown Los Angeles,
the most highly connected internet point
in the western U.S., with clients including
Verizon, AT&T, Amazon and Netflix.

“We want to be the number one relationship builder in the southwest by 2020,
consistently delivering successful projects,” Godbehere says.

PHILOSOPHY

GCON DESIGN BUILD ACADEMY

The GCON team has built relationships with
nonprofits, schools, leadership organizations
and industry experts through its strong
community ties and corporate philosophy to
not just build buildings, but to build leaders
and communities. /// GCON employees are
encouraged to become active in what’s
important to them and their communities, and
the company has supported everything from
an archery park to a bio-diesel facility at a
charter school. /// Last January, GCON assisted
with Speak Up, Stand Up and Save a Life, a
youth conference that inspired 800 students
to communicate to a trusted adult when they
hear or see cries for help such as bullying
and drug addiction. /// “It’s not about what
we get back, it’s about our communities,”
says Godbehere.

GCON also wants more people to know that construction can
be a lucrative and exciting career, and is working to change the
minds of those who don’t see it as a viable career path. /// The
GCON Design Build Academy in the Pendergast Elementary
School District promotes the construction industry as a career,
and focuses on skills in science, technology, engineering, art and
math. /// “I love the industry, and I want to make sure people see
the great opportunities,” Godbehere says.

FUTURE
GCON is currently working on the Patriot Ordnance Factory
in Phoenix and will soon begin work on the Safewayanchored Ironwood shopping center in Pinal County. /// Looking
further into the crystal ball, GCON will be involved in medical
elderly care facilities, eventually becoming another division of the
company.
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NOV. 15, 2017

4:00 p m - 6:00 p m

ARIZONA COUNTRY CLUB

REIAC Members: No Charge

5668 E. Orange Blossom Lane

Non-Members: $125.00

Phoenix, AZ 85018

Register at reiacsouthwest.org or email sheila@gettingitdone.org

AGENDA

DR. PETER LINNEMAN

3:30 p m

For over 40 years, Dr. Peter Linneman’s unique
blend of scholarly rigor and practical business
insight has won him accolades from around
the world. Dr. Linneman has advised leading
corporations and served on over 20 public and
private boards, and has published over 100
scholarly articles, four editions of the acclaimed
book Real Estate Finance and Investments:
Risks and Opportunities, and the widely read
Linneman Letter quarterly report.

REGISTRATION & COCKTAILS

4:00 p m – 5:00 p m
PRESENTATION BY
DR. PETER LINNEMAN

5:00 p m – 5:30 p m

GARY LINHART

“FIRESIDE CHAT” MODERATED BY

Gary co-founded ViaWest Group in 2003 and
leads the firm’s capital markets activity, overseeing the sourcing of debt and equity for the
company’s various investment opportunities,
including long-term programmatic and largescale institutional investment partners. Since its
founding, ViaWest has been involved in excess of
$500 million of commercial property acquisitions
and developments, and currently has projects in
Arizona, Colorado, Nevada and Texas.

GARY LINHART, VIAWEST GROUP

5:30 p m – 6:00 p m
NETWORKING RECEPTION

We Thank Our Generous Sponsors:
Alpha Geotechnical & Materials, Inc. • A.R. Mays Construction • Atwell, LLC • BBVA Compass
Butler Design Group • CivTech • Commercial Executive Magazine • First American Title Insurance Co.
Gilbert, Arizona • Govig • KPMG • The Rockefeller Group • Snell and Wilmer

THE PREMIER NATIONAL TRADE ASSOCIATION FOR REAL ESTATE PRINCIPALS
AT L A N TA – B O S T O N – L O S A N G E L E S – P H O E N I X

WWW.REIAC.ORG

10.12.17
You’re Invited!
NEIGHBORS, AND A GRAND OPENING PARTY, LIKE NO OTHER...

JOIN SOHO SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA CARDINAL’S RUNNING BACK DAVID JOHNSON AND WHITE SOX LEGEND PAUL KONERKO

SOHO Scottsdale’s Live, Work and thrive residences are the only place to live next door to
WestWorld, home to polo matches, Barrett-Jackson and horse shows, and just a short distance from

What: SOHO Scottsdale’s Style, Spirits &
Sports Grand Opening Soirée

the 101 and McDowell Mountains.

When: Thursday, October 12th.
5:30pm - 7:30pm

Join us for a Construction Zone Fashion Show by Phoenix Fashion Week. Exotic

Where: 16510 N 92nd Street,
Scottsdale AZ 85260

Horsepower by Scottsdale Ferrari Maserati and McLaren Scottsdale. And Whiskey Tastings by Breakthru
opportunities, support and resources to seriously ill children and their families by offering daily

Who: Arizona Cardinals Star Running
Back David Johnson & Chicago
White Sox Legend Paul Konerko

support and life-changing experiences.

RSVP: marketing@catclar.com

Beverage. Learn about David Johnson’s Mission 31 Foundation and how they provide

SOHOSCOTTSDALE.com
888.959.SOHO

Designated Broker:
Gerry Russell

.COM

Initially,

Adrienne Bryant
had been reluctant to start her
own brokerage firm. However, the
fear she felt for beginning her own
business was alleviated when she
read a Facebook prayer post
from her 18-year-old son
saying that he was glad he
had a strong relationship
with God – no matter
what happens in life.
“I texted my son and
daughter after I read that
and told them that it was
a realization for me that if I
succumbed to my fears, my kids
would succumb to theirs, too,”
Bryant says. “That prayer broke that
fear for me, and it is the reason I
started the company.”

Founded in 2013, Bryant Commercial Real
Estate is both a woman and minority-owned
company that provides integrated CRE solutions
to businesses throughout the Valley. /// Bryant
always knew she wanted to work in the industry,
and even before she made the successful
transition from residential to commercial,
she had been following the progress of Magic
Johnson’s partnership with Starbucks in
minority communities. /// The California native
began her career in the Bay Area, focusing on
residential real estate. Her first deal was a mixeduse sale for the National Association of Colored
Women, a prescient first step toward a career
that has now come full circle. /// “There aren’t
a lot of minorities in this industry, and I want
to be able to make a mark and help push doors
open like they were opened for me,” Bryant says.

All In One Posters – Chandler Airpark
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"There aren’t a lot of minorities in this industry, and I want
to be able to

make a mark and help push doors open

like they were opened for me." – A D R I E N N E B RYA N T

M A K I N G H E R M OVE
With two of her three children close to college-age, Bryant moved to the Valley
in 2005 to make it easier to afford to send them to school. She had originally
planned to remain in residential real estate, but found that the area already had
a glut of residential real estate agents. /// The advice of a good friend pushed
her to look at CRE and complete the Certified Commercial Investment Member
(CCIM) education program in two months, traveling across the West to attend
classes. /// Noticing a gap in the market where few brokers were educating smallbusiness owners, she dove into the work of creating relationships with landlords,
bringing tenants to buildings, providing solutions, and guiding small business
owners through the leasing process.

BRYANT CRE TEAM (L to R): Vinny Summo, Nadina Cole-Potter, Kylee Brubaker, Jonvieve Bryant,
Adrienne Bryant, Deanna Jordan, Lindsey Sherman & Reginald Thompson (Photo credit: David Apeji)
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PRE V IO U S C O MPA N I E S & MENTORS

During these beginning stages, Bryant worked for boutique brokerages, paying attention to
how other brokers evaluated deals. /// “I learned by quietly observing great people including
Leroy Breinholt (Commercial Properties, Inc.), Todd Hamilton (Cutler Commercial), Jack
Stein (Patriot Commercial Properties), and so many more who didn’t know I was watching
them,” she says. “They helped groom me and I learned the things you don’t learn in class.
They’ve really made an impact on who I’ve become.”

BRYA N T CR E

And then came that fateful Facebook post and Bryant’s decision to co-found Bryant
CRE with her daughter, Jonvieve. Bryant says she made the leap to running her
own business for family, for legacy and because she needed to make an imprint.
/// Bryant CRE is a one-stop solution for its clients,
guiding business owners through the leasing process
to make sure they are successful. The company
services clients who are making a difference in the
community, from large headquarter relocations to
franchises to small local businesses. /// “We work with
everybody,” Bryant says. “I don’t like to focus on what
the competition is doing, but rather create a niche.”
/// Making sure she understands her clients’ goals
and needs is extremely important to her team. Their
holistic approach includes creating long-lasting
relationships with its clients, establishing trust
and providing guidance from opening to
succession planning.

Flo Concept –
71 Frye Road,
Chandler

FRANCHISE ME NEXT

Franchises make up a large number of its
clients, so Bryant has branched out with a
consulting company called Franchise Me Next,
which provides assistance since 82 percent of
new franchisees have never run a business before. ///
“We help people who want to buy a franchise identify
a suitable one for them and walk them through the
entire life cycle of the business,” she says. /// Bryant
hopes to continue to bring unique new business
concepts to the Valley, supporting and celebrating
them. /// “My strategy is to create a culture here that
continues to assist the business community,” Bryant
says. “It’s fun to be a part of someone’s dreams
and watch them take off!”

All in One Poster Company,
which relocated its headquarters
from California to Chandler.  

FLO Hot Yoga & Cycle, which will
be opening in downtown Chandler
in an adaptive reuse location.

Wow Wow Hawaiian Lemonade,
which is opening its first mainland
U.S. location in the East Valley.

Club Pilates Studios, which is
expanding to multiple locations
around the Valley.

Office Evolution, a turnkey, shared
office space franchise opening its
first Arizona location in Ahwatukee.
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5 LOCATIONS IN CHANDLER AND GILBERT

CHANDLER CORPORATE CENTER IV
AVAILABLE NOW

INDUSTRIAL, OFFICE AND FLEX | INFRASTRUCTURE IN PLACE |
PROVEN EXPERTISE IN FOREIGN TRADE ZONES | FULLY ENTITLED / READY TO BUILD

RG Chandler 101

Chandler Crossroads

North Gateway

Loop 101 at Chandler Boulevard
Chandler, AZ
rg-chandler101.com
Office, hotel and retail
opportunities available

Gilbert Road
and Queen Creek Road
Chandler, AZ
100,243 s.f. flex/industrial
Divisibility to 15,788 s.f.
Available now

Warner Road and Recker Road
Gilbert, AZ
+/-123 acres available for land sales and/or
build-to-suit opportunities

Gilbert Crossroads

Chandler Corporate Center IV
Chandler, AZ
4100 W. Galveston Street
43,007 r.s.f. office/flex
Available now

Germann Road just east of
Gilbert Road
Gilbert, AZ
+/- 45 acres available for
land sales and/or build-to-suit
opportunities
D EV E L O P E R

Rockefeller
Group

E X C L U S I V E A G E NT
Office:

James V. Camp

Mark Singerman, LEED AP

Senior Vice President and
Regional Development Officer

Vice President
Regional Director - Arizona

RGDC-CA@rockgrp.com

RGDC-AZ@rockgrp.com

®

www.rockefellergroup.com

Phil Breidenbach, SIOR
phil.breidenbach@colliers.com
602-222-5073

Industrial: Paul Sieczkowski, SIOR
paul.sieczkowski@colliers.com
602-222-5085

2390 E. Camelback Road,
Rob Martensen, SIOR, CCIM
Suite 100
rob.martensen@colliers.com
Phoenix, AZ 85016
602-222-5082
602-222-5000
www.colliers.com
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Multifamily:

W

hile new Class A
multifamily properties
tend to grab the most
headlines, the multifamily market
for Class B and C apartments
remains robust in Phoenix.
Investors are more active than ever
in repositioning older communities
to fulfill increased renter demand.

A team of more than 14 years, CBRE Senior
Vice Presidents Brian Smuckler and Jeff Seaman
specialize exclusively in the Class B and C
multifamily investment market. When looking back
at how far the Phoenix rental market has come, the
two are in immediate agreement: this is the strongest
the market’s been in recent memory. /// “I’ve been
in the business for 23 years, and I can tell you
that the market is stronger than ever before,” says
Smuckler. “Multifamily investments are reaching
unprecedented levels in metro Phoenix with the
highest rental rates, renter demand and pricing we
have ever experienced.”

TOTALING

1133 West Fifth in

NORTH TEMPE
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“I’ve been in the business for
23 years, and I can tell you that
the market is stronger than ever
before,” says Smuckler.

Brian
SMUCKLER

/// Though new builds are mostly
relegated to the Class A market due to
high development and construction
costs, the B and C landscape is very
appealing to private capital investors
seeking higher yields and value
add potential. Investors are seeking
opportunities where they can add highend, premium finishes such as stainlesssteel appliances, quartz countertops
and plank wood flooring. /// The team
has been involved with nearly 100
B and C properties that have been
repositioned since the downturn as
clients take advantage of strong market
fundamentals and demographics tied to
employment growth. /// Once renovated,
these older properties can serve as
an alternative to Class A ground-up
construction yet still offer a product
with similar unit features. /// These
investments are paying off as owners
are commanding rent premiums of
$200 - $400 per unit while improving a
community’s resident profile, according
to Seaman. These properties fulfill the
gap between class A rental rates that in
many cases are over $2 per square foot.
Case in point: West Fifth Apartments
in Tempe. /// The property was a dated,
1973 vintage C-class property with rental
rates of $700. After an extensive interior
and exterior renovation, the newly
rebranded community’s rental rates
increased to $1,250 for a two-bedroom,
two-bath unit. /// Repositioned Class B
and C properties also tend to appeal to
a growing segment of younger renters
who are looking beyond the traditional,
cookie cutter feel of 300+ unit Class A
new builds with underground parking
and elevators. /// “Many millennials want
to live in a boutique style community
that has a more personalized feel,”
Smuckler says. “Many renters have pets
and like low density communities with
large, open courtyards.” /// However,

Jeff
SEAMAN

what these properties lack in amenities
- such as fitness centers or community
gathering spots - they often make up for
in their unique benefits. For instance,
Class B and C properties
tend to be single story,
have more storage space
and offer larger, covered
patios. /// Even the
surrounding communities
are
experiencing
the
effects of these property
upgrades. /// “We have
witnessed entire neighborhoods transform because
of these improvements.
/// That’s how big of
an impact an older, yet
renovated property can
have in an established
market,” Seaman says.
“When businesses start to
take note of that change,
that’s when you know
your product has been
successful.” /// One of
the neighborhoods that’s
seen a noticeable impact
is central Phoenix. ///
“Uptown and central
Phoenix have morphed
into an entertainment
district where young families and
millennials can come together to shop,
eat and live,” Seaman says. /// The team
– which closed 43 transactions last year
and more than 30 through August –
expects the strong momentum to
continue in the market into the foreseeable future. /// “This has been a bright
spot for Phoenix in many ways, and
we remain optimistic of the market’s
continued strength going forward,”
Smuckler says. “These properties will
continue to give renters more choices
when deciding where to live.”

Valencia Townhomes

36 units (North/Central Phoenix)

Arcos PHX

51 units (Biltmore)

1133 W. Fifth

44 units (North Tempe)

Mode @ Fairmount
23 units (East Phoenix)

Bella Solano

160 units (North/Central Phoenix)

Osborn Place

30 units (Central Phoenix)

The Collins

21 units (Midtown Phoenix)

Regency Park

104 units (North/Central Phoenix
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Inspira
at Arrowhe ad Senior Living

IT TOOK
15 YEARS
for P.B. Bell to re-enter the
senior housing sector, but
with the development of
Inspira at Arrowhead, the
company’s senior housing

L O C AT I O N
Part of the Aspera mixed-use complex of properties at the Agua
Fria Loop 101 Freeway and 75th Avenue, Inspira will join the
company’s luxury multifamily offering, Velaire. The campus
already contains Kurt and Brenda Warner’s Treasure House,
a facility that works with intellectually and developmentally
disabled youth.

community in Glendale,
the firm is back in familiar
territory. “We built two
previously,” says R. Chapin
Bell, CEO. “In Glendale, we
found the perfect site and
market demographics.”

DEVELOPMENT
The site plan calls for 165 units of senior living residences to be
comprised of 123 Independent and Assisted Living units and
42 Memory Care units. “The senior housing market is growing
rapidly with the aging of the Baby Boomer generation,” Bell says.
“We like the market for reasons similar to multifamily, specifically
the demographic trends.”
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AUTHENTICALLY MULTIFAMILY FOCUSED.
EXTRAORDINARY RESULTS.
PROVIDING CLIENTS WITH INVESTMENT SALES, RESEARCH + ADVISORY SERVICES
THAT SPAN THE FULL SPECTRUM OF MULTIFAMILY ASSET CLASSES

STEVE GEBING
Senior Managing Director
Institutional Property Advisors
602.687.6771
sgebing@ipausa.com

CLIFF DAVID
Senior Managing Director
National Multi Housing Group
602.687.6763
cliff.david@marcusmillichap.com

INSTITUTIONAL PROPERTY ADVISORS
2398 East Camelback Road, Suite 300
Phoenix, Arizona 85016

david-gebing
www.david-gebing.com
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BUSINESS

EXPERTISE

Bell acknowledges that despite the similarities of
the drivers pushing both sectors, the businesses
themselves could not be more different. “Senior
living is a hospitality driven experience that is
highly dependent on operation as opposed to a
real estate focused investment,” he says. /// To that
end, the company partnered up with Scottsdalebased Cadence Senior Living, a leading senior
housing developer and manager. Cadence will be
the operator of Inspira Arrowhead and intends to
create a resident experience second to none in the
Arrowhead Ranch community that enhances the
vibrant lifestyle for residents. Inspira Arrowhead
will contain top of the line amenities such as
dedicated activities, a grand dining room, bistro,
theater, arts/crafts room, beauty salon, yoga/fitness
room, and a swimming pool. “We believe that the
vibrancy of our communities enhance the meaning
of life for our residents,” stated Cadence Principal
Eric Gruber. “Our mission is create a resident
experience unmatched anywhere else.”

In addition to Cadence, Bell is
bringing back the talent from his
last senior housing project, ThomaHolec Design. “Thoma-Holec has
the knowledge and the skill to create
the environment that residents will
expect and appreciate,” Bell says.
The architecture was completed by
Phoenix-based Todd & Associates.

BUILDING
A three-story and three-wing construction, residents will live in
floorplans from 376 square feet in
the Memory Care area, up to 1,076
square feet in the Assisted Living and
Independent Living units.

AMENITIES
The amenities at Inspira are more plentiful than
the typical senior housing community:

• Fully Oper ational Kitchen & Open Dining
• Swimming Pool
• Theater
• Gym
• Aerobics
• Dog Park
• Game and Ac tivit y Rooms
• Salon & Massage Rooms
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WHAT DOES

$111 MILLION
IN CHARITABLE GIVING
FEEL LIKE?

ONE VICTORY AT A TIME.
TIME AFTER TIME.
IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN OUR COMMUNITIES is just one of the many missions
of The Thunderbirds, hosts of the Waste Management Phoenix Open presented by the Ak-Chin Indian
Community. Like MentorKids. Fresh Start Women’s Foundation. Boys and Girls Clubs. And countless others.
More than $111 million has been gifted to Arizona charities over 82 years, but the true impact can be
expressed one story at a time. Thanks for your continued support of the Waste Management Phoenix Open.
Carlos Sugich, Thunderbird

For more Arizona success stories, visit
www.thunderbirdscharities.org
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DATA C E N TE R S
“The biggest trend in the industry is the adoption of
hyper-scale colocation – the idea of massive
cloud companies taking multi-tenant space.
Any company with a product or service that is
digital in nature is having their colocation
data center presence explode.”
LUKE DENMON,
CBRE

In the summer of 2013,
Greater Phoenix was
positioned as one of
the stand-out national
leaders for data center
development,with the legislative

passage of a sales and use tax incentive
package for companies investing in data
center infrastructure in the state. Yet,
in just the few intervening years, the
metro has faded into the background,
ceding status to cities such as Chicago,
Dallas and Portland.

“The biggest [data centers] market is Northern Virginia, which hosts more
than 90 percent of all internet traffic,” says Luke Denmon, with Data Center
Solutions at CBRE. “Phoenix had one of the top five biggest and most diverse
data center footprints in the U.S., but we were out paced as other markets
have added more wholesale capacity. We’re now seeing spec developers
bring capacity back to the market, which should help elevate Phoenix in
the national conversation.” /// According to International Data Corporation
(IDC), worldwide data center space will continue to increase, growing from
1.58 billion square feet in 2013 to 1.94 billion square feet in 2018. Phoenix
currently is home to an impressive number of companies including: CyrusOne,
Phoenix NAP, IO and others, which provide significant space capabilities
for firms looking to utilize cloud platforms for workload and storage. ///
“The biggest trend in the industry is the adoption of hyper-scale colocation –
the idea of massive cloud companies taking multi-tenant space,” Denmon says.
“Any company with a product or service that is digital in nature is having their
colocation data center presence explode.”
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OPPORTUNITIES & CHALLENGES
The Phoenix market does have a plethora of advantages – a
business-friendly climate, infrastructure and land – which
are apposite for the continued development of the data
center industry. “We also benefit from low-cost energy and
robust capacity,” he says. “Add to that the lack of natural
disasters and Phoenix is the ideal market.” /// The one unique
challenge the metro faces, however, is climate and the need to
cool the server farms to prevent overheating. “In Phoenix, 60
percent of the year we can rely on ‘free cooling,’ but for other
times, it’s critical to have a mechanical cooling solution,”
Denmon says.

TRENDS

While colocation is the dominant theme in the data
center universe, the enterprise model is not moribund.
Apple as an example, is bringing a mega center
to Mesa, while companies such as GoDaddy and
First Data still employ
an enterprise data
With the strong demand for data center space from firms, operators such as PhoenixNAP must
center architecture. ///
consider a range of issues when delivering a premium service to clients. “We have redundant
cooling systems in place to prevent heat issues,” says its president, Ian McClarty. “We also have a
However, the overunique outside building feature, which prevents lighting strikes that could impact systems. And
whelming move to
power flow and energy backup are important considerations.” /// Another prime area of concern is
colocation gives the
physical and cyber security of clients’ proprietary data. “Security is of paramount importance for
larger providers a
our over 350 physical colocation clients, and our several thousand virtual cloud clients,” McClarty
strategic advantage.
says. “We have top-of-the-line security features including iris and vascular scanners on-site.”
“It is almost impossible
to
lease
smaller infill data center sites with-in traditional office
or industrial properties,” says Denmon. “There is no
room for the part-timers in this business. The big
companies run their operations by offering clients
a dedicated service.” /// The data center business for
metros can be a fluctuating one but a winning point for
Arizona. “Before the end of the year, Phoenix will see
several major investment deals take place in regard to
data center space,” Denmon says. “When that happens,
expect the industry players to start talking and bring
more traffic.”
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UPDATE

Sector

Offshore investment continues
to trend up for multifamily
product • While unable to surpass the
clear outlier of 2015, foreign capital - including
Canadian investor activity in several segments
- continued to flow into the multifamily
sector at increasing levels. Offshore investors
acquired nearly $7.3 billion of multifamily
product in 2016. Investors from abroad have
expanded their familiarity with the sector
and, with that, their respective portfolios
of assets. This is critical given the absence
of institutionally owned, multifamily rental
housing in the vast majority of markets
globally. Canadian investors accounted for 41.8
percent of total foreign investment volumes
for 2016, $3.0 billion of activity.
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WHY PHOENIX?
According to Charles Steele, Executive Vice President for JLL’s Capital
Markets Group, Canadian investors are attracted to Phoenix, in part,
because it lacks competition from other foreign investors from Asia,
Europe and the Middle East – all buyer groups that tend to focus their
capital resources more on primary, coastal U.S. markets.
Phoenix also offers high yields, especially for Canadian businesses priced
out of tier one opportunities within the “Core Coastal” markets (which
include West Coast leaders like Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle).
Compared to these pricey environments, Phoenix is an attractive and
profitable alternative.
According to Steele, there are some markets – like Texas – that actually
provide higher yields than even Phoenix. But those markets don’t have
the geographic advantage that Phoenix does. “Many buyers look at
the West Coast early in their search, and then move toward secondary
markets. Phoenix is one of the first that they hit geographically.”

CAPITAL FLOW
While Canadian capital is flowing
both in and out of the U.S., Steele
says that Canadian investors seem
to be buying more than they are
selling in the Phoenix multifamily
space.
A significant amount of investment
has originated from Vancouver,
and British Columbia as a whole,
from companies like Belkorp and
the Omni Group. Investment is also
coming from Montreal through firms
like Ivanhoé Cambridge, and from
companies like Starlight REIT out of
Toronto.
This volume may seem counterintuitive due to the current status
of the Canadian exchange rate, but
it makes more sense if you dig into

the numbers. One explanation: Many
companies may not be repatriating
capital, but instead recycling U.S.
capital back into U.S. projects to
capitalize on profits gained by the
multifamily market’s steady upswing.
Canadian firms are also investing
in all classes of multifamily, though
they have not been as active in the
urban core. Instead, movement
from Canadian capital tends to
remain within value-add, suburban
core and core-plus products –
though Steele says it is hard to paint
Canadian investment in Phoenix with
a broad brush.
“Investments are always made
according to the specific investment
criteria for each individual investor,”
he says. “Here in Phoenix, Canadian
investment runs the entire spectrum
of multifamily asset classes.”

CHARLES STEELE,
Executive Vice President,
JLL’s Capital Markets Group

LOOKING AHEAD
Steele expects this interest to
continue, noting that the city is set up
well from an investment perspective
– including a diversifying job market
which has helped Phoenix shake
its reputation for volatility and gain
a position as a safer bet for the
long term.
Outside of global factors, Steele does
not foresee any major near-term
pitfalls for Phoenix’s multifamily
market either. Demographic shifts
toward renting and the increasingly
competitive home buying market
both bode well for multifamily asset
performance.
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Q&A with

BrandonHARRINGTON
MattSTEFFEN
of Walker

& Dunlop

Commercial Executive Magazine sat down with Walker & Dunlop professionals
Senior Vice President Matt Steffen and Managing Director Brandon
Harrington to discuss the current commercial real estate finance and
investment sales environment. Both have distinguished track records of
success working for the publicly traded company, which began in 1937.
The firm is the 8th largest commercial / multifamily mortgage servicer as of
December 2016 and had a servicing portfolio of $66.3 billion as of June 2017.

What is the state of the business today and
what demand are you seeing with clients?
STEFFEN: It’s wait and see right now with the Trump administration

and the uncertainty. There are so many buyers and sellers sitting
on the sidelines just wanting to see how tax policy will turn out and
how that will affect investments, so that is causing some stagnation
in the market. Otherwise the capital has been flowing and liquidity
is excellent, Fannie [Mae] and Freddie [Mac] are still major funding
sources.

Walker & Dunlop is heavily
involved in multifamily;
what are clients saying about the
Phoenix market, specifically?
Interesting, I was talking with
someone yesterday who described Phoenix
and the multifamily as lines of infantry, people
just coming in waves to make and find the
next deal. Everyone is seeing Phoenix as a
great opportunity and it is becoming a more
prominent market with its population and job
diversification. Phoenix is no longer strictly
a construction employer.
STEFFEN:

BRANDON
HARRINGTON

MATTHEW
STEFFEN
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Q&A
Who are the current major
competitor metros to Phoenix?

Any surprises you are seeing in
Phoenix multifamily?

STEFFEN: Dallas for sure, and to some extent, Austin as

STEFFEN: Yes, we are experiencing higher transaction

well.

velocity, price appreciation and rent growth in areas, such
as Central Phoenix, where typically you would not expect
investment dollars.

Seattle, Portland, Denver and Los
Angeles, but in Phoenix we are one of the most affordable
places (from the perspective of area median income) on
the West Coast.
HARRINGTON:

What do the different sectors of the
market look like? Class A and B?
STEFFEN: Class A right now seems to be the asset

class showing the most signs of trouble. The cost and
obstacles to build are forcing developers to be creative
in their offerings with amenities, parking, gyms etc. and
developers are having to upcharge to justify the costs.
The lease-up velocity and projected rent growth are
weaknesses.
HARRINGTON: I would say though that across the

country, the higher-density luxury apartments are what
people want. It’s nice to see that type of product, so
common in other markets come to Phoenix.

HARRINGTON: The Arcadia expansion is a good example

of this gentrification.

How has deal flow been?
STEFFEN: Our most recent earnings release reported the

second Highest Transaction Volume in Company History.”
We are seeing more institutional buyers in Phoenix, which
is a great sign.

Any other takeaways for readers?
STEFFEN: The big issue is supply, there is not
a lot of for sale product. The competition for deals is
tremendous. The other item we are seeing is the continued
compression of real cap rates. They are still very tight,
but still higher than other markets. NOI growth has been
resilient.

Any other trends you are seeing
from a cost and geography
perspective?
STEFFEN: We are also seeing developers in Phoenix

starting to move away from the $2/SF properties and
toward the $1.30-$1.50/SF range. Building seems to be
in pockets: North and Old Town Scottsdale, Chandler
and Tempe. Part of the reason for that is employment is
spread out in these different submarkets, unlike other
metros where there are defined employment hubs.
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What was old is new again.
An adaptive reuse project by Evergreen Devco, Inc. is transforming the former
Phoenix Motor Company Mercedes-Benz dealership into a luxury, 306-unit
apartment community on prime real estate in central Phoenix.

This is a 3-D perspective of the upcoming Parc Midtown Apartments
at the intersection of Indian School Rd. and 3rd Ave. in downtown Phoenix.
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ituated on seven acres and within steps of the light
rail, Parc Midtown broke ground in November 2016
at Indian School and Third Avenue. The luxury
multifamily apartment complex will add yet
another high-end choice for renters looking to move
to Phoenix’s booming downtown area. /// What makes
this property truly unique was the ability to reuse all of
the existing improvements that were part of the original
dealership. The showroom portion of the existing building
will be used for the community clubhouse, leasing office,
a resident conference room, and fitness center. The third
floor, previously unused by the dealership, will be divided
into six residential loft units. /// “The site already had a threestory auto showroom building with a one-story parking
deck around it and a service area underneath,” says Matt
Evans, Evergreen’s Phoenix Director of Multifamily. “It’s
expensive to build a vertical garage, and since we could use
all of what already existed with very minor modifications;
it was a tremendous value.” /// Using the original blueprints
for the former Phoenix Motor Company Mercedes-Benz
dealership, architect, Todd & Associates, produced a site
plan that remained true to the 1982 design, maintaining
the same colors and façade. /// The community is one of the
rare multifamily rentals in the area to offer not just studios,
one-bedroom and two-bedroom units, but also threebedroom units. /// The original building layout allowed for
the construction of six unique, third-floor loft units with
12-foot high concrete ceilings, floor to ceiling windows and
views of downtown, Piestewa Peak, Camelback Mountain
and other Phoenix landmarks.

But the path to
development was rocky.
The site sat vacant for several years after the closure of the
dealership, becoming an eyesore for local residents and
nearby businesses. And an alley running through the site
had to be abandoned in order to make the project work. ///
“We had to buy-out the easement rights to the alley from an
adjacent property owner, and then had to relocate electric
utilities and fiber communications lines, as well as upgrade
the city sewer lines, which were already at capacity,” says
Evans. “The project is progressing very well thanks, in
large part, to great forethought by our project partners:
Todd & Associates, Inc., Kland Civil Engineers, and MT
Builders, LLC.” /// The existing auto service area, which had
underground oil and fuel tanks as well as hydraulic lifts
for car maintenance, required significant investigation
and removal prior to closing. /// “By reusing the existing
structures, we avoided sending a highly significant amount
of concrete and steel to the landfill” says Evans. “Looking at
this as an adaptive reuse resulted in very significant overall
cost savings.”

Parc Midtown is expected to begin leasing
in January 2018, with units ready for
move-in by March 2018.

^ View from 3rd Ave.
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How two Tucson teens became the

P OW E R H O U S E
of Marcus & Millichap
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STEVE GEBING & CLIFF DAVID, Senior

Managing Directors at Marcus & Millichap,
are fascinating individuals to talk to –
especially if you can talk to both at once.
They complement each other, and after some prodding,
they might regale you with a story from their many years as
friends. CEM sat down with the two men who are racking up
achievements in the Phoenix multifamily scene. /// The duo
has been working together for almost 12 years at Marcus &
Millichap, but their friendship spans over two decades. David
and Gebing met when they were teenagers in Tucson through
a mutual interest of basketball. Despite going to different high
schools, sports and social circles brought them together.

“Cliff and Steve approach the business with a level of
professionalism and expertise that is unrivaled in our
industry. Their intimate understanding of the Phoenix
multi-family market consistently uncovers creative
ways to help clients create and preserve wealth.
The David-Gebing Team boasts a litany of quality
attributes, however the quality of their character
is by far the most impressive virtue.”
RYA N S A R B I N O F F
Vice President / Regional Manager of Marcus & Millichap

THE BIG LEAGUES
With their college days over, the two continued with their
careers. David joined Marcus & Millichap in 2002, Gebing in
2006 after working at IBM for 7 years. /// Recently, they added
Hamid Panahi to their team after he approached them in the
spring of 2013. David & Gebing were looking for expansion into
the Tucson MSA, and Panahi wanted to move back to Arizona;
joining the successful team was a no-brainer. The family-like
ties of the Marcus & Millichap team also extends to Panahi.
“I knew Steve from an introduction by Cliff and from my wife
who attended high school with Steve in Tucson,” said Panahi.
“For the past 4 years, I have not only been a part of the DavidGebing team, but in the process gained two good friends. They
are true visionaries with the goal of always putting the client’s
needs first. They are both passionate about their vision, and
relentlessly work to drive it to completion.” /// In the Phoenix
MSA multifamily 100+ unit space, their team makes up an
impressive 24% of the market share. Steve Gebing says one of
the secrets to their success is a commitment to details, starting
with one contact who handles the transaction from start to
finish. “When our clients hire us, they know what they’re
getting – we’re going to be in the trenches doing the work. One
of the things that we’ve set up as a function of how we want
to conduct our business is a central point of contact. If you
have two conversations going on, you’re going to have pieces
lost in translation.”

FACT SHEET
FIRST JOB TOGETHER:
Selling Cutco Knives for
Vector Marketing – 1998
When asked if they were successful salesmen,
“I don’t know if we got farther than the first
two sales tiers, as in family and family friends,
before summer was over.” David laughed.

FUNNIEST JOB TOGETHER:
4 days as Groundskeepers at
a prestigious golf course on
Martha’s Vineyard – 2000
The two were fired after they “chopped the
fairway, ruined the green, and almost dropped
a lawnmower in the lake.” They still are unsure
if they were paid. “After the 4 day fiasco, we
were hired by a homebuilder,” David said, about
that same summer. They were initially assigned
to paint trim on high-end custom houses, but
after self-described “poor workmanship”, they
were moved to installing custom decks for the
remainder of that summer.
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The two were asked to describe their strengths, David
said “My forte is interpersonal skills. It’s hard to quantify,
but I’m passionate about this business, client service, and
relationship development. I have an endearing quality that
I think allows me to accelerate client relationships faster…
I am fortunate to have a partner who is probably the most
intelligent guy I’ve ever known.” /// Gebing replied, “From
my experience at IBM, everything to me is black and white.
‘Okay, here is how we’re going to get it done, let’s go and
execute the plan… We balance each other out. Cliff has
far more patience than I do. He has a nurturing quality
and a level of gratitude and the ability to balance all those
different things.”

WHAT’S NEXT

When asked what keeps them going after years of success,
Gebing says “If someone asked me back then, I would say
‘no one will out-work me.’ Now, it’s not about if someone
will out-work me, I want to outsmart them. I’m older, I
want to win strategically.” /// Another aspect of a successful
operation, Gebing says, is creating a productive team of
experts that are committed to long-term relationships
and details. “Company sustainability is a critical element
of the conversation, more so than it ever has been. We’re
investing in our people and our team, making sure they
feel valued and appreciated, so they understand the impact
they have on our success. We may be on the front lines, but
the work that’s happening behind the scenes is what makes
this machine run.”

“If anything ever happens to one of us,
he would take care of my family and I would take care of his.
We’ve never talked about it, but we don’t need to. It’s a given.”
– Steve Gebing

LARGEST DEAL? Onnix in Tempe, Arizona

BIGGEST SPLURGE? NCAA Final Four tickets

GREATEST STRENGTHS?
“Patience, Determination, Long-View Oriented, Tact, Hustle and Consistency” – Cliff
“Passion, Work Ethic, Attention to Detail, Energy, Incessant Drive, Strategy, Numbers”– Steve

VICES?

“Candy and donuts.” – Steve /// “Dessert.” – Cliff

IF YOU HAD TO DO SOMETHING ELSE?
“Coaching basketball, all day long. I love it.” – Steve
“Dentist, or orthodontist. I don’t know why, but teeth are important to me.” – Cliff

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU HAD MORE TIME?
“Attending The University of Arizona basketball games and practices; traveling with my family.” – Cliff
“I am committed to helping find a cure for an autoimmune disease that my son was diagnosed with 3 years ago.” – Steve
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CLIFF DAVID & STEVE GEBING
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